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Rigby BookRooms (K-8) New BookRoom Solutions for your Changing Classroom!
*Sixteen 6-Packs
*3 – 4 Levels
*A Mix of Fiction and Nonfiction
5 Options for Building up the Common Core: Grade Level, Theme, Trade, Intervention, and ELL
With these 5 NEW Leveled Reader Bookroom, you can build on the guided reading foundation you’re already delivering
and add the rigorous requirements of the Common Core Reading Standards.

Rigby PM Shared Readers (K-2) Create a community of readers learning and growing together through shared
experiences with meaningful stories and facts, goal directed activities, visual and aural learning and basic skills.

Rigby PM Collection Series (K-5) Recurring characters help build anticipation of the next book in the series while
high-interest nonfiction topics engage readers. Titles are presented in a wide array of formats. (Levels A–V)

Rigby PM Colección Series (K-2) An adaptation of English PMs and not a direct translation, which makes it more
natural and useful for dual language or bilingual programs. Features recurring Latino characters that create interest and
excitement for children. (Levels A–M)

Rigby PM Plus (K-5) Recurring characters help build anticipation of the next book in the series while high-interest
nonfiction topics engage readers. Titles are presented in a wide array of formats. (Levels A–V)

Rigby PM Stars K-2 Recurring characters provide a foundation of background knowledge and build anticipation of
the next book in a series.

Rigby PM Math Readers (K-2) Simultaneously supports literacy and sequential math instruction with math skills.
Rigby PM Math Readers can support an early math program.

For more information contact your Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Specialized Curriculum Utah account manager:
Timothy Reed 208-571-6596 timothy.reed@hmhpub.com
http://hmheducation.com

Rigby PM Stars Bridge Books Each book in this series has four chapters that build a clear structure and story line,
all featuring beloved recurring PM characters.

Rigby PM Stars Software (Reading Levels 2-14) This engaging instructional software offers four interactive
modules for each of the fifty PM Stars titles. Students can read, answer questions, complete activities, and write their
own version of the story.

Rigby PM Photo Stories (K-2) Rigby PM Photo Stories feature real photographs with realistic stories to help
children make connections to their own daily lives. (Levels B–H)

Rigby PM Science Readers (K-2) Captivating readers engage students and help them to explore the science
world. (Levels B–H)

Rigby Flying Colors (K-5) Developed by PM Series author Annette Smith, features 200 FUN fiction and nonfiction
titles, and includes interactive online books to strengthen home/school connection. (Levels A-O)

Rigby Sails Literacy Series (K-5) The unique focus on visual literacy, a wide variety of language experiences, and
numerous written forms makes Sails the series to have for balanced, well-rounded instruction in literacy. Sails offers
abundant fiction and nonfiction opportunities. (Levels A–V)

Rigby Focus (K-5) is a leveled reading writing and language program built upon science and social studies content.
Emergent, early, and fluent readers benefit from over 100 content area titles with targeted strategy instruction.

Rigby Lighthouse (K-2) Engaging and interesting, Lighthouse book add variety to any K-2 classroom library! With
packaging that includes teacher’s notes, student books, and graphic organizers in a vinyl pouch, Lighthouse is a great
resource for small-group reading instruction.

Rigby InfoQuest (3-6) (Levels N-Y) Combining dynamic illustrations and photographs with the support of an
interactive web site, InfoQuest links the student to important science and social studies concepts and ideas. Rigby
InfoQuest nonfiction books are designed with charts, graphic organizers, timelines, captions, and more! Students are
drawn to the engaging illustrations and stories while learning about science, social studies, and history topics.

Rigby On Our Way to English (K-5) (Levels A-T) Uses language characteristics as well as reading
characteristics in a unique leveling system for English Language Learners designed to help students—even newcomers—
to become successful independent readers.

Rigby On Deck (Grades 3-6) (Reading Levels 1-3) High-interest, low-readability nonfiction readers on topics
that spark students’ interests. Richly designed, these titles feature a variety of text forms including labels, maps,
captions, timelines, table of contents, etc. (Levels F–N)
For more information contact your Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Specialized Curriculum Utah account manager:
Timothy Reed 208-571-6596 timothy.reed@hmhpub.com
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Rigby Gigglers (Grades 3-4) (Reading Levels F – O) Zany humor and colorful illustrations hold students’ attention
while controlled reading levels let students experience success and build essential skills. High-interest – low-readability.
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Steck-Vaughn Pair-It (PreK-5) (Guided Reading Levels A-V) The Pair-It programs’ bridge approach
provides high-interest thematic pairing based n content-area topics.
Pair-It Extreme (1-3, Levels A-S) Thematic clusters of five books provide an extended bridge approach for
struggling readers. Extreme pairing extends reading on a specific science or social studies topic with a cluster of texts all
on the same reading level.
Pair-It Premier (K-2, Levels A-M)
Favorites and best-selling titles selected for refined leveling, ensuring
every pair is the right match for your reading group.
Pair-It Turn and Learn (K-3, Levels A-N) This popular series provides a physical link between fiction and nofiction
with a flip format.
En Parejas Voltea y aprende (1-2, Levels D-G) Spanish-speaking students experience the same reading success
without the language barrier. These titles meet the needs of dual –language classrooms.
Pair-It Books (PreK-K) This proven series uses the bridge approach to get students interested in reading books
on content-area topics.
En parejas (K) All the features and benefits of the classic series are available in Spanish.

Steck-Vaughn Shutterbug Books (K-2) Shutterbug Books engage and increase readers’ confidence. Every
lesson links reading and writing with motivating, stunning photography. Research-based fluency instruction helps
children achieve national and state literacy standards.

Steck-Vaughn Take 3! (6-8) (Reading Levels 4-6.5) Take 3! trilogies build endurance and confidence with
engaging three part stories and exciting Graphic Novel-style art. Unique hybrid student book blends traditional running
text with exciting graphic novel-style art to engage students and support comprehension.
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